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OUTGOING PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Dear Berkeley Armenian Alumni and Friends of the Armenian Studies Program,

At the beginning of the fall season and the start of a new academic year on campus, I’d like to 
briefly review U.C. Berkeley Armenian Alumni (UCBAA) activities over the past year, as well as the 
activities of the Armenian Studies Program (ASP).

During 2013/2014 academic year, Armenian Studies Program, under the leadership and guidance 
of Professor Stephan Astourian, Executive director of ASP, continued to offer academic courses 
in history and Armenian language. ASP had a full calendar of events during the year hosting nine 
public lectures, a symposium and co-sponsoring a panel discussion organized by the Armenian 
Students Association of U.C. Berkeley. 

In March of 2014 the William Saroyan Endowment for Armenian Studies received an additional 
$440,000 from the disbursement for the estate of the late Mr. Varnum Paul, Esq. We are grateful 
to the Estate of Mr. Paul for the continued generous donations to the Saroyan Endowment. The 
growth of the endowment helps the ASP to continue to grow and to flourish on the Berkeley campus.

I am very pleased to announce the UCBAA Hrayr Terzian Armenian Alumni scholarship recipient 
for the 2014-15 academic year is Ms. Clara Gharibian. She is a graduate of UCLA and just started 
her studies at the U.C. Berkeley School of Law. An article by our Scholarship Committee Chair, 
Christine Moughamian, introducing Ms. Gharibian appears in this issue of the Newsletter. Also 
included in this issue is an article submitted by Carla for our readers. This year we had eight well 
qualified applicants for the Terzian Scholarship. Unfortunately due to our limited budget we are 
only able to extend a single scholarship annually. I‘d like to take this opportunity to encourage you 
to support our scholarship program by your generous donations to the UCBAA General Fund, so 
that we can expand the program to support more Armenian student to continue their studies at Cal.

Over the years UCBAA has worked closely with the Armenian Students Association on campus. 
This year was no exception. We supported and encouraged ASA’s cultural and educational activities 
and their April 24th Commemorative Week events on campus. In February we hosted a UCBAA/
ASA mixer at Chaghig Minassian Walker’s home. The mixer was well attended by students and 
alumni and was a very enjoyable off-campus gathering.

With the start of the new academic year my two-year term as the President of the UCBAA comes 
to a close. We have a great team of Alumni volunteers on the Board this year and I look forward 
to continue to work with them in my capacity as the immediate past President of the Board. I am 
pleased to introduce Ms. Alina Azizian who will take over as the President of the UCBAA Board 
and serve for the next two years. Alina is a native of Southern California and grew up in Glendale. 
She transferred to Cal in 2002 and graduated in 2004. During her two years at Berkeley she served 
as co-President of ASA and a member of the ASUC Senate. She continued her academic studies at 
Boston University School of Law. She started her professional career as a Dickran Tevrizian Fellow 
at the Neighborhood Legal Services of Los Angeles County where she provided legal services and 
outreach for the low-income communities of Los Angeles (focusing on the Armenian speaking 
communities). Currently she is an associate at DLA Piper LLP (US) where she does corporate 
transactional work with emerging growth companies. 

I’d like to thank my fellow Board members for their dedication, hard work and for volunteering 
their time to serve on the UCBAA Board. For the latest updates please visit our website at 
UCBAA.org for announcements on upcoming events and activities and send us your feedback and 
suggestions at contact@UCBAA.org

Sincerely, Victor Stepanian
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ARMENIAN STUDIES PROGRAM UPDATE
FUND-RAISING
The third distribution from Varnum Paul’s estate, valued at $440,000, was received and deposited into the William Saroyan Endowment in March 
2014. Thus, Mr. Paul’s estate has contributed $2,140,000 to the Armenian Studies Program. In recognition of late Varnum Paul’s generous donations, 
the ASP Visiting Professorship will be named as the Varnum Paul Visiting Professorship in Armenian Studies at U.C. Berkeley.

With the establishment of the Varnum Paul Visiting Professorship, the Armenian Studies Program reaches an important milestone with teaching 
positions in Armenian History and Language plus a visiting professor to teach in other academic fields every year or two.

ARMENIAN LANGUAGE COURSES

•	 Eurasian	Studies	1A	&	1B:	Beginning	Armenian	
•	 Eurasian	Studies	101A	&	101B:	Continuing	Armenian	

Prof. Santoukht Mikaelian taught Beginning Armenian (Eurasian Studies 
1A) and Continuing Armenian (Eurasian Studies 101A) in the fall of 
2013, and the corresponding second parts of each course, 1B and 101B 
in spring of 2014. As always the students were a mix of Eastern and 
Western Armenian heritage, with higher numbers of the former. One 
non-Armenian student was also enrolled in each semester. 

HISTORY COURSES
•		 Eurasian	Studies	1A&	1B:	Beginning	Armenian
•	 Eurasian	Studies	101A&101B:	Continuing	Armenian

Prof. Stephan Astourian taught History 177B in the fall of 2013. This is 
an upper-division undergraduate survey course dealing with “Armenian 
History from Pre-modern Empires (ca. 1500) to the Present.” Prof 
Astourian also taught History 177A in the spring of 2014. This class 
deals with “Armenian History from Ethnogenesis to the Dark Ages (ca. 
1500).” It is also an upper-division undergraduate survey course.
Non-heritage students constitute about 55 to 60 percent of the 
enrollment in these classes.

ASP VARNUM PAUL VISITING PROFESSORSHIP
Professor Levon Abrahamian will be the first Varnum Paul Visiting 
Professor in the Department of Anthropology during the 2014/2015 
academic year. He is an internationally recognized cultural 
anthropologist who has taught at U.C. Berkeley, UCLA, and Columbia 
University. He is also a Corresponding Member of the National 
Academy of Sciences of Armenia. He will be teaching two courses 
entitled “Modern Discourse on Armenian Identity” and “People in the 
Square: Anthropology of Protest Rallies in Late-Soviet and Post-Soviet 
Spaces.” His classes will be cross-listed with the Department of Slavic 
Languages and Literatures.

ASP EVENTS 
SYMPOSIUM 
UNSUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES IN ARMENIA  
AND ARTSAKH

Speakers: Yeghia Nersesian, Levon Galstyan, and Anna Aghlamazyan 
(Members of the Pan Armenian Environmental Front, PAEF)
Saturday, October 19, 2013
Co-sponsored	by	the	Armenian	Studies	Program	and	the	U.C.	Berkeley	
Armenian	Student	Association.

LECTURE AND BOOK PRESENTATION 
Wednesday, November 13, 2013
“ARMENIAN GENOCIDE BY OTTOMAN TURKEY, 1915: TESTIMONIES 
OF SURVIVORS” 

(Compiled by the Armenian National Archives) 
Speaker: Mr. Gagik Melikyan, Project Sponsor and Director; Founder 
and President of “Van NGO” 
Location: Vaspouragan Hall 
51 Commonwealth Ave., 
San Francisco, CA, 94118 
Sponsored	by	the	Armenian	Studies	Program	at	U.C.	Berkeley	and	the	
Armenian	National	Committee	of	America-San	Francisco.	

LECTURE
Tuesday, November 19, 2013
THE SMYRNA CATASTROPHE, 1922 

An Illustrated Lecture by Prof. Richard G. Hovannisian (Emeritus, 
History Department, UCLA)

LECTURE
Tuesday, February 4, 2014
A CENTURY TO APOLOGIZE FOR: TURKEY’S MINORITY POLITICS, 
GENOCIDE DENIAL AND THE INTELLECTUALS’ APOLOGY

Ayda Erbal (Department of Politics, New York University)

DOCUMENTARY SCREENING AND DISCUSSION
Saturday, February 8, 2014
FILM SCREENING: “ORPHANS OF THE GENOCIDE.” 

Bared Maronian, Director, Armenoid Productions Inc.
Location: 106 Moffitt Undergraduate Library

LECTURE
Thursday, February 13, 2014
CONVERTING IDENTITY: ARMENIAN WOMEN, CONVERSION, AND 
GENDER POLITICS IN THE SHARI` COURT OF ALEPPO.

Elyse Semerdjian, Associate Professor of History (Whitman College)
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LECTURE
Tuesday, February 25, 2014
FEUDING BISHOPS, INTRANSIGENT PATRIOTS, AND THE BATTLE 
FOR NAGORNO-KARABAKH: CONTESTED VISIONS OF CAUCASIAN 
ALBANIA FROM LATE ANTIQUITY UNTIL TODAY

Stephen Rapp, Associate Professor of Eurasian History  
(Sam Houston State University)
Co-sponsored	by	the	Institute	of	Slavic,	East	European,	and	Eurasian	
Studies.

FILM SCREENING AND DISCUSSION
Friday, March 7, 2014
“VAHE OSHAGAN REDUX”

By Hrayr Eulmessekian, Director
Location: Saroyan Hall (Khachaturian Community Center), 825 
Brotherhood Way, San Francisco, CA 94132 
Co-sponsored	by	the	Hamazkayin	Armenian	Educational	and	Cultural	
Society	and	the	Armenian	Studies	Program	at	U.C.	Berkeley

LECTURE
Friday, March 14, 2014
MODERN-DAY SLAVERY – A REALITY CLOSE TO HOME?

Gulnara Shahinian (United Nations Special Rapporteur on 
Contemporary Forms of Slavery)

PANEL DISCUSSION
Sunday, March 16, 2014
THE ROAD TO HOME: DEFINING SUCCESS IN THE ARMENIAN 
DIASPORA

Speakers:   
 Aram Ayazyan – Project Manager and Programmer at Google
 Kevin Minissian – CEO of Nortech Corporation
 Adam Kablanian – CEO of PlasmaSi 
 Alex Saghatelian – Director of Product Strategy at Cisco
 Sarah Leah Whitson – Director of Human Rights Watch Middle East
 Christine Soussa – Sales Executive at Symantec Corporation
 Kim Bardakian – Vice President of the Public Relations Society of  
  America, SF
Location: Haas School of Business Andersen Auditorium
Organized	by	the	U.C.	Berkeley	Armenian	Student	Association	and	co-
sponsored	by	the	Armenian	Studies	Program.

LECTURE
Friday, April 18, 2014
“THE GENEALOGY OF THE CONCEPT OF `CRIMES AGAINST 
HUMANITY’: THE ALLIES’ MAY 24 NOTE TO THE OTTOMAN 
GOVERNMENT, ITS PRECEDENTS, AND ITS AFTERLIFE.”

Peter Holquist (Department of History, University of Pennsylvania)
Sponsored	by	the	Townsend	Center	for	the	Humanities;	The	Human	
Rights	Program;	the	Armenian	Studies	Program;	the	Institute	of	Slavic,	
East	European,	and	Eurasian	Studies;	and	the	Russian	History	Kruzhok.

APRIL 24TH EVENT 
Thursday, April 24, 2014
A WORLD HISTORY OF GENOCIDE

Keynote Speaker: Norman Naimark, Robert and Florence McDonnell 
Professor in East European Studies (Department of History, Stanford 
University) 

LECTURE
Tuesday, April 29, 2014
ASSIMILATION: A STRUCTURAL ELEMENT OF THE ARMENIAN 
GENOCIDE 

Taner Akçam (Professor, Clark University)
Location: Krouzian-Zakarian-Vasbouragan Armenian School (SF)
Co-sponsored	by	the	Armenian	Studies	Program	at	U.C.	Berkeley	and	the	
Armenian	National	Committee	of	America--San	Francisco	Bay	Area

LECTURES AND OUTREACH  
BY THE ASP EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Tuesday, March 27, 2014
THE ARMENIAN-TATAR WAR, 1905-1906: ETHNIC CONFLICT IN AN 
IMPERIAL SETTING

Organized by AUA Armenian Digital Library
Location: American University in Armenia

Sunday, March 30, 2014
KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF POST-SOVIET ARMENIA’S DEVELOPMENT

Organized by the “Pre-Parliament.”
Location: Yerevan

SEMINAR ANNOUNCEMENT
During the Fall 2014 semester, Professor Astourian is teaching an 
undergraduate senior seminar entitled “Comparative Genocide”. This 
seminar is an introduction to the field of genocide studies from an 
interdisciplinary, comparative and thematic perspective. The course will 
start with a broad narrative survey of genocides in world history and will 
continue with readings on the concept of genocide and the discontents 
this concept generates. It will then focus on case-studies including the 
destruction of the Herero in German South West Africa (1904-1908), 
the Armenian Genocide, mass killings resulting from Stalin’s regime, 
the Holocaust, the death of millions of Chinese under Mao, the Khmer 
Rouge genocide in Cambodia, mass murders in Bosnia and Kosovo, and 
the Rwandan genocide.
Course: History 103
Instructor: Stephan Astourian 
Units: 4
Location: 3104 Dwinelle
Time: Th.2-4 
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PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
With great pride and pleasure UCBAA Board congratulates

Professor Stephan Astourian
On his promotion within the UC Berkeley History Department

From 
Assistant Adjunct Professor

To 
Associate Adjunct Professor

This promotion is based on Professor Astourian’s excellent teaching skills,
his publications, and his service to the university community.
Thank you Professor Astourian for your many achievements!

NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING OF THE MEMBERS
(Pursuant to Article I Section 2 of the bylaws)

The Board of Directors of the U.C. Berkeley Alumni has called a special meeting of the 
membership to review changes to the organization’s Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws.  

The meeting will be held at:

November 16, 2014
2:00 pm

Alumni House
Berkeley, CA 94720

All dues paying members may vote in person or by proxy.   
For additional information, please contact Alina Azizian at a.azizian@gmail.com.
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By Loosineh Avakians 

This year we focus on Young Alumni and 
how they are making an impact on their local 
community and giving back to UC Berkeley 
Armenian Alumni. We had a friendly Q & A with 
Ara Abrahamian about his experience at UC 
Berkeley and how it shaped him to become one 
of the most active members of both the ASA and 
now the UCBAA.

Currently, Ara is the Manager of Corporate Strategy and Corporate 
Development at Pharmavite, which is the parent company of Nature 
Made vitamins. He evaluates various growth opportunities to determine 
the best way to drive profitable long-term growth for the business. 
This includes internal strategic projects as well as evaluating potential 
mergers and acquisitions of other similar nutrition-related companies. 

Loosineh Avakians: What drives you to be active in the Armenian 
community despite the heavy workload and traveling that you have 
to do for your job? Has your involvement with UCBAA and Cal ASA 
played a role in this decision?

Ara Abrahamian: I grew up in a household that valued Armenian 
language, culture and traditions. Having been involved with Armenian 
organizations throughout my youth, the Cal ASA was actually a 
determining factor in my decision to attend UC Berkeley over other 
East Coast schools that I was considering. My experiences with the 
ASA constitute some of my best memories from my time at Cal, and 
I think the Armenian student body as well as the Armenian Studies 
Program is a representation of some of the best of what our California-
Armenian community has to offer. The wide ranging events of the ASA, 
the engagement of its members, and the acceptance of the ASA by the 
broader Bay Area Armenian community make it apparent to me that 
the Cal ASA was truly something special. After graduating from Cal,  
I have always deemed it important to support the ASA and the ASP in 
order for those two programs to continue to thrive and bear fruit for 
future Cal Armenians. 

LA: What was your first memory of UCBAA or first event you attended 
when you were at Berkeley, and how did it play a role in making you 
decide to become a board member after graduating from UC Berkeley?

AA: While I don’t remember the very first UCBAA event that I 
attended, I am sure it was either the ASA-UCBAA picnic or one of the 
annual gala dinners. Both events were always very well organized and I 
valued the fact that the UCBAA would make special accommodations 
to include current students in their broader events. I would be remiss to 
not mention the role of Jirair and Christine Moughamian, who almost 
functioned as surrogate parents to the whole ASA during my time 
on campus. Their kind-heartedness and constant support was always 
comforting as we were planning events. While I can’t contribute to the 
current student body as directly since I live in Southern California, they 
set a great example for how the alumni can support the activities of the 
current students, both organizationally and emotionally.

LA: You initiated a couple of traditions, for example, the gifting of 
the Armenian flag sash for the graduating class and the Thanksgiving 
reunion event in Southern California which led to the start of the 
Southern California UCBAA. What would you like to see the Southern 
California Chapter accomplish in the near future?

AA: In addition to supporting on campus activities at UC Berkeley 
(ASP, ASA), I think the UCBAA can play a significant role in bringing 
together all of the great Armenian minds that have passed through 
Sather Gate over the years. While every graduate is still close with a 
cohort of his or her classmates from his/her time on campus, we have 
not yet set up sufficient infrastructure to bring together and connect 
different generations of Cal alumni. In the coming years, I’d like to 
help organize events that are interesting and compelling to a wide 
range of age groups in order to bring together a broad cross-section 
of the alumni base. Hopefully, this will lead to productive networking, 
possibly career and organizational partnership opportunities, as well 
as an alumni that is more involved in the current state of Armenian 
programs at Cal.

LA: In 2011, you participated in the Birthright Armenia program, 
traveling to Armenia. What can you share about your experience, and 
did you see anything that can be transferred and implemented here for 
the UCBAA to keep and develop a richer environment for Armenian 
culture, literature and history?

AA: The Birthright Armenia experience was an invaluable opportunity 
to see the homeland from an entirely different perspective. The 
program and its organizers are very well coordinated and I would 
highly recommend Birthright to all Armenians - whether you’re 100% 
Armenian and have grown up in an Armenian speaking household, 
traveling to Armenia every summer or if you’re only 1/4 Armenian and 
are just curious to learn what “Armenia” is all about. Working in the 
local economy, I learned more about the local business climate in a way 
that I never could by simple tourism or reading articles. One facet of 
the Birthright program that can be implemented within the UCBAA 
was the “forum” concept, which was a core part of the Birthright 
experience. Every 2-3 weeks, the Birthright coordinators would arrange 
for a prominent businessman, community organizer, or politician to 
meet with the Birthright volunteers for a roundtable discussion. During 
my time there, guests included Vartan Oskanian (former foreign 
minister of Armenia), Ralph Yirikian (CEO of VivaCell, the largest 
mobile phone operator in Armenia), and a member of the Yerevan 
city council. This roundtable discussion format could be implemented 
in future UCBAA events, to bring in a prominent alumnus and allow 
them to share their experiences and lessons with other members of 
our community. These panelists can range from successful engineers, 
lawyers or businessmen, to other alumni with accomplished careers 
in the arts or non-profit causes. With such a rich alumni network, 
I imagine we won’t need to go too far to find very interesting 
conversationalists.

ALUMNUS AMONG US, Q&A WITH ARA ABRAHAMIAN ‘07 
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HRAYR TERZIAN ARMENIAN ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
By Christine Moughamian

Each year the UCBAA awards one scholarship to a currently enrolled UC Berkeley student of Armenian descent. Every year our scholarship 
committee reviews the outstanding applications and has the difficult task of choosing one recipient. This year’s choice is Carla Gharibian, a first 
year U C Berkeley School of Law student.  

Carla graduated Magna cum Laude from UCLA with a double major in English and in Middle Eastern and North African Studies. Her senior thesis 
received the distinction of highest honors from the English Department.

Aside from her exceptional academic record, Carla has also served as editor and researcher for academic textbooks as well as working as a legal 
assistant for various law firms in the Los Angeles area.  Perhaps her most notable undertaking was working as a legal intern for the Armenian 
Young Lawyers Association in Gyumri, Armenia. The purpose of this NGO is to implement civil rights and anti-corruption initiative in Armenia. 
Among her achievements were the creation of an English language curriculum for the NGO staff, the development of seminars in nearby villages, 
the translation of grant applications and managing community outreach while she conducted research on Armenian judicial reform.

In her submitted letter of recommendation, Carla was described as “a truly exceptional  
individual who has never ceased to earn my admiration…Carla has not only excelled in scholarship, but also in her creative work and her 
unrelenting and continuing dedication to serving the Armenian community.”

Congratulations Carla. Welcome to the Berkeley community. 

Help honor the memory  
of our ancestors

www.rememberanddemand.org

The San Francisco/Bay Area  
Armenian Genocide Centennial Commemoration

April 2015 

REMEMBER
   DEMANDAN

D 

THE ARMENIAN GENOCIDE  
100 YEARS
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IMPRESSIONS OF 2014 UCBAA SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
By Carla Gharibian

As the eldest child of Armenian immigrants from Iran, my cultural heritage has always played a defining role in my 

life. Hoping to contribute to our community in my own way, in the summer of 2013, I traveled to Armenia for the 

first time to advance my work in social advocacy abroad through an internship with the Armenian Young Lawyers 

Association (AYLA), a national NGO that implements civil rights and anti-corruption initiatives throughout Armenia’s 

ten provinces. Gyumri, Armenia’s second largest city, had been devastated by the 1988 Spitak earthquake that left 24,000 

dead and countless more injured and displaced; 25 years later, toppled buildings still litter the city. I stayed with a host 

family in what was intended to be temporary housing for earthquake victims, but these residences remain decades later. 

Amid these circumstances, it is little wonder why corruption and its resulting ills are not a high priority for many, but 

AYLA’s implementation of grassroots anti-corruption and legal aid workshops in communities throughout the region 

was intended to change that. In addition to assisting in the development of these programs in neighboring villages, I 

created and taught an English language curriculum to AYLA staff, translated grant applications, conducted research on 

Armenian judicial reform, and managed community outreach. In this last role, I found myself an intermediary, developing a partnership between 

AYLA and the New Generation NGO - a national group that develops community initiatives aimed at promoting LGBTQ allyship and HIV/

AIDS awareness. More critically, we were emissaries to the population at large, addressing issues I never could have imagined discussing in this 

country, much less outside of my college community. During my two months in Gyumri, this partnership gave rise to a public panel of human 

rights attorneys, community film screenings, and a mock trial that was televised on Armenia’s main national news network. More significantly, this 

experience allowed me to live, work, and learn among an entire segment of my people with which I had never had contact. 

A topic of conversation that always seemed to permeate discussions among volunteers and locals alike was the place of the spyurka-hye, or 

Diasporan Armenian, and it is in this sense that I find myself the ultimate intermediary. The lofty notion of a motherland was attractive to 

many Diasporan volunteers that ventured to Armenia (myself included), but after the memories were made and the Facebook profile pictures 

captured, most of us returned to the comfort of our homes, leaving the country’s most serious ills to be dealt with by someone else. As seemingly 

insurmountable as issues like corruption and civil rights abuses may seem, there remain undeniable opportunities for progress that even 

individuals are addressing. Witnessing women’s and human rights activists make significant progress in their respective endeavors that summer, 

reinforced my passion for pursuing a career in international public interest law in developing nations like Armenia, where in spite of these issues, 

the potential for genuine and enduring reform is perhaps the greatest.

A law degree is ultimately the next logical step in something I have been doing since my earliest years – providing service to the communities 

I represent while simultaneously acting as a bridge between them. Cultural integration has been the most significant running thread in my life, 

and a J.D. is the vehicle by which I can ultimately make tangible change in the lives of those I serve. I never could have anticipated the impact that 

summer would have on my future. What was supposed to be a journey of two months changed the direction of my private and professional life.  

I can only imagine what my career after law school has in store. 
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SOUTHERN  
CALIFORNIA ALUMNI
By Loosineh Avakians

At the beginning of each fall, new and returning students 

are excited to move into their new dorms or apartments 

and to start their classes, but for the Cal Armenian Students 

Association (ASA) and UC Berkeley Armenian Alumni 

(UCBAA), it is also the start of another year filled with grand 

plans, in particular, events for new incoming students, the 

annual talent show, a ski trip, various social engagements, 

and the Genocide memorial week. The ASA and UCBAA 

have served as a surrogate home for many young Armenians 

who leave the comfort of their home to pursue their academic 

dreams at UC Berkeley. These two volunteer organizations 

have changed people’s mindset, attitude, and values, cultivated 

a strong Armenian heritage and culture, and have been the 

petri dish for long-lasting friendships. However, as most of the 

students are from Southern California’s extended Armenian 

community, naturally with having strong family bonds, the 

majority of the Armenian alumni return to Southern California 

after graduating.

In 2013, a couple of our alumni decided to extend the network 

of UC Berkeley Alumni by starting a new sub-committee 

to connect UCBAA from Los Angeles to the Bay Area. In 

November of 2013, UCBAA kicked off the first event at 

downtown Los Angeles’s Pattern Bar, where old and new alumni 

joined to network and exchanged ideas for what they want to 

see and experience at the Southern California UCBAA events.  In summer of 2014, UCBAA hosted the first ever Southern California picnic at the 

historic McCambridge Park in Burbank; familiar faces of our alumni and friends joined under sunny skies to relive their UC Berkeley memories and 

create new ones.

In the upcoming academic year, the Southern California UCBAA will continue to organize networking events in conjunction with joint events with 

other Armenian Alumni and professional groups to create networking opportunities. We aim to actively promote UC Berkeley as one of the best 

higher education institutions and our mission is to promote Armenian culture, history, and literature via the Armenian Studies Program at UC 

Berkeley with our events in Southern California. 
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ARMENIAN STUDENTS  
ASSOCIATION MIXER
ASA/UCBAA mixers have become a tradition of the UCBAA 
board activities. This year was no exception. On February 9, 2014 
several students, alumni and friends attended a mixer hosted 
by U.C. Berkeley alumni and ex-president of UCBAA, Chaghig 
Minassian Walker and her family at their home in Berkeley. 
Also attending the mixer was Professor Armen and Nelly Der 
Kiureghian.  UCBAA President, Victor Stepanian, welcomed 
everyone to the mixer and thanked Chaghig and her family for 
making their home available for the gathering.  Homemade 
Armenian foods, salads and appetizers provided by alumni 
members were enjoyed by all. Over the years these mixers have 
been a good opportunity for the alumni to develop close ties 
with the Armenian students and to encourage them to keep 
in touch, to continue to participate and to support UCBAA 
activities and events after their graduation from Cal.  

On August 23 UCBAA hosted a Picnic at the Roberts Regional 
Recreation Area in Oakland. More than thirty alumni, family 
members and friends gathered at the Madrone campsite in the 
Roberts Area and enjoyed barbequed chicken, hot dogs and var-
ious salads, fruits and deserts. The Madrone picnic site provided 
a very intimate and friendly atmosphere to meet and catch up 
with friends old and new. Some alumni enjoyed friendly rounds 
of backgammon while other hiked the trail in the Roberts Rec 
area enjoying a gorgeous Bay Area fall day outdoors. Thanks to 
all who came and supported this fun event. We hope to see you 
there next year.

UCBAA PICNIC AT THE  
ROBERTS REGIONAL  
RECREATIONAL AREA 



Calling All L.A. Alumni!
The UCBAA is looking for any Cal Alumni 
living in the Southern California area who 
are interested in participating in alumni 
activities in the LA area! If you live in 
Southern California and are interested in 
gathering with other Cal Armenian Alumni, 
please contact us at contact@ucbaa.org.

Join our Board or  
Volunteer on a  
Sub-Committee
Calling all alumni or interested community 
members! The UCBAA is actively searching 
for more volunteers to either join our 
Board or a sub-committee. Sub-committee 
members need not be Cal graduates and 
we welcome anyone who is willing to 
come help us plan culturally enriching 
and entertaining events for the Bay Area 
Armenian community. If you are interested 
in helping in any capacity, please contact us 
at contact@ucbaa.org.

Are you on Facebook?  
Like the U.C. Berkeley Armenian Alumni 
page and stay in touch!

http://www.facebook.com/
pages/UC-Berkeley-Armenian-
Alumni/228022577209796

Visit us online!
The UCBAA’s website 
includes information 
about ASP courses and 
events, UCBAA events, 
scholarship programs,  
and more. Please visit 
us at www.ucbaa.org and sign up for the 
newsletter to receive electronic messages 
about upcoming events and important 
announcements. We appreciate your 
feedback, please feel free to drop us a line at 
contact@ucbaa.org.  
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WILLIAM SAROYAN  
ENDOWMENT  
DONATIONS
October 2013 to  
September 2014

Daughters of Vartan  
Araxi Chapter #7

Daughters of Vartan Grand Council

Ruth Alahydoian &  
Armen Sedrakian

Sofia & Rouben Amirbekian

George & Mary Atashkarian

Cynthia Avakian

Susan Vartanian Barba

Aram & Terez Bassenian

Shotu & June Chatterjee

Mrs. Ellen Sarkisian Chesnut

Nairy Colello

Linda Dardarian

Alice Gregorian

Andrew & Alice Guzelian

Earl & Bonnie Hamlin

Shavarsh Hazarabedian

Diana Donabedian Herman

Deneb Karentz

Murat Kazanci

David & Pamela Konjiyan

Nubar & Carol Manoukian

Karnig & Santoukht Mikaelian

Mildred Nozaki

Earl & Bernita Saroyan

Dr. & Mrs. Jack Saroyan

Victor & Bella Stepanian

David M. Vartanoff

Jack Zakarian

Vergine Zobian

*  Multiple Donations

WILLIAM SAROYAN  
ENDOWMENT DONATIONS

In Memory of Hrayr Terzian
Tom Terzian

UCBAA GENERAL FUND DONATIONS
October 2013 to  
September 2014

Dr. & Mrs. Zaven Adrouny

Sofia & Rouben Amirbekian

Elaine Anderson

Cynthia Avakian

Alina Azizian

Richard G. Barberian PD

Evelyn C. Boyd*

June C. Chatterjee

Nairy Kabaklian Colello

Linda Dardarian

Artin Der Minissians

Faith Sohigian DuBois

Eleanor Gertmenian

Andrew & Alice Guzelian

Shavarsh Hazarabedian

Robert & Alma Jackson

Albert & Mae Kaljian

Ronald Kallan

Zephyr Kalunian

Norma Kaufman*

Murat Kazanci

Ralph & Elise Kazanjian

Mary Koobatian

Gregg & Pat Krikorian

Madeleine Malayan

Karnig & Santoukht Mikaelian

Christina Moughamian

Albert Odabashian

Gladys Peters

Haiganoush Preisler

Armen Sedrakian*

Kendall Simsarian

Richard Simsarian

Stephen Simsarian

Victor & Bella Stepanian*

Charles Tateosian

David Tateosian

Chaghig Walker

Jack Zakarian

David Zovickian
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DUES ARE DUE  
AND REMEMBER, YOU 
DON’T HAVE TO BE A UCB 
GRADUATE TO JOIN US!

We have over 500 “alums” on our mailing list, 

yet we receive dues from fewer than 50. The 

dues become part of our General Fund which 

covers our operating expenses, including 

mailings, printing, honorariums and travel 

expenses for guest speakers, and much more.  

Remember, only dues paying members are 

allowed to vote in our elections. Annual 

dues for calendar year 2015 is $ 75. Use the 

envelope provided in the newsletter and 

the forms below to send us your dues and 

updated contact information. 

 
UCBAA CONTRIBUTION FORM

Name  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________   

  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Email Address ________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 2015 Dues ($75) _________________General Fund _________________

Please make checks payable to UCBAA, P. O. Box 10113, Berkeley, CA 94709-5113

WILLIAM SAROYAN ENDOWMENT CONTRIBUTION FORM

Name  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________   

  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Email Address ________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 Amount _________________

Please make checks payable to U.C. Berkeley Foundation/Saroyan Endowment, P.O. Box 10113, Berkeley, CA 94709-5113 

Ways to Give to the UCBAA  
and the Armenian Studies Program at the UCB

U.C. BERKELEY ARMENIAN ALUMNI

Donation – Support our activities and services to the Armenian Studies Program

Membership – Become a member and have a voting voice

WILLIAM SAROYAN ENDOWMENT FUND

Donation – The most immediate way to show your support

Memorial Donation – In memory of a loved one in lieu of flowers

In Honor of – Birthdays and Anniversaries

Matching Gift Program – Double your contribution by taking advantage of your 
employer’s matching gift program

Wills and Trusts – Remember the U.C. Berkeley Armenian Studies Program  
(William Saroyan Endowment or the U.C. Berkeley Armenian Alumni) in your will

Life Insurance, Brokerage Accounts, Retirement Plans – Name the  
U.C. Berkeley Armenian Studies Program (William Saroyan Endowment or the U.C. Berkeley 
Armenian Alumni) as beneficiary.

For more information: contact@ucbaa.org
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